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Mines and 
Minerals Policy 

Mineral Reservations in title deeds have always been a contentious issue in 
conveyancing transactions leading to uncertainty, delay and increased costs 
as a result of the title being considered inadequate due to the reservations.

The problem arises where minerals are reserved to a third party and could 
be worked in the future. There may be power to enter on the surface and 
such power may not entitle the surface owner to sufficient compensation 
or any compensation whatsoever.

As energy reserves decline and the cost of energy rises, the extraction 
of traditional minerals such as coal, shale and aggregates becomes more 
attractive financially.

It is common in most standard Defective Title policies, including our own, that 
the insured making a claim must prove that he or she is to be permanently 
dispossessed of the property. 

In most mines and mineral reservations matters however, occupation of the 
surface by the minerals owner will only be temporary, although the term of 
occupation will be indeterminate. On conclusion of the mineral extraction, 
the insured can resume possession of the surface, but will still have suffered 
loss as a result of being deprived of the insured use of the property.

Stewart Title Limited has addressed this issue with a bespoke Mines and 
Minerals Policy. This policy provides cover for losses incurred, even in 
instances where the insured is only dispossessed of the surface temporarily. 
It also provides coverage for the diminution in value of the insured’s interest 
in the property when the minerals owner enters onto the surface of the 
property for the purpose of mineral extraction.


